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PREFACE
r
...

This report on Developing Consistent and Cooperative Constituency Linkages
is second in the continuing series of reports on timely issues of concern to State
Boards of Education. Publication of these Imperative of Leadership issue pack-

ages is made available to all NASBE members with funds provided by the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA, Public Law 89-10,
Title V, Section 505), through the State of New York.
.,..
The report that follows is organized into four sections. Section 1 presents a
condensed Overview Summar). Section II contains the research text onDeveloping Consistent and C ooperathe Constituency Linkages, prepared by Dr. Michael
D. Usdan, President, The Merrill-Palmer Institute, Detroit, Michigan. Section
III, the Action Alternatives. contains recommendations developed by the NASBE
staff. Section IV is an Appendix, consisting of Footnotes and an Annotated

Bibliography.
NASBE wishes to express its appreciation to Dr. Usdan for his time and
cooperation thmughout the preparation of this report.

James M. Connor
NASBE President
August 1976
Denver. Colorado
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SECTION I

Overview Summary

'To sustain the integrity of the American educationil syStem so that it is not

overwhelmed by the interestsor disinterestof various constituent groups,
will require direction and leadership from a policy making body that Is informed,

articulate, responsibleand acquainted with the people in a state who make
things happen. State Boards of Education, as decision making groups without
vested interests beyond quality education for schoolage children, are uniquely
situated to nourish a cehesive atmosphere among diverse educational interests.
The sometimes disparate goals of teachers' associations, school boards,
parent-teacher associations (PTA's), students and others are competing tor
the educational policy maker's time and talents. Such pressures as desegregation efforts, teacher negotiations and politics, to name a few, demonstrate that we
live in an increasingly complex society of which education can be viewed as only
a part. Now, more than ever before, educational decision makers must combine
their efforts with those representative of these other groups.
Since there appears to be a contemporary resurgence in the influence of state

governments, it follows that this predominance will extend into educational
affairs. Remember that the state government is legally responsible for education.
Therefore, it is incumbent upon educational policy makers to familiarize themselves with the political process in general and with their states particular political realities. They need to know which branches of state government arc responsible for what; who among their state's lawmakers is interested in education; and
who isn't and ought to be.

Get to know your state's governor and legislators. Let them know wbo
you are and what you want. Let them be aware that you are awarethat
you know there are social ills plaguing the nation that cost money to rectify.
Don't harass and pester, but do be consistent, and persistent if you have to
be. Know that a legislator has many constituentsand what you may want
may be at odds with what some other group wants or demands, or with the
legislator's imminent concerns.
Publicize your objectives, using mass media communication whenever appro-

priate. The effect of this will be to demonstrate your needs to your state's
governor, legislators, education pidessionals and other decision makers; and it
will show your constituentsstudents, parents. teachers, business leaders, and

the citizenry at largethat you do work for them.
In today's world, where education. business, society and politics arc so solidly

intermingled, State Boards arc in positions of leadership and also occupy a
middle ground, Prom these positions, they can and should aid in establishing or
identifying mutual concerns and interests. Not to disparage special interests, but
to avoid allowing them to obscure those goals and desires that are common to us
all sl,ould constitute a tenable focus for State Boards of Education.
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SECTION II

Developioll Consistent and
Cooperative COnstttuency Ltnkages
By Michael D. Usdan, President
The MerrinPalmer Institute
Detroit, Michigan

Education is becoming increasingly politicized and controsersial at the state
level. This trend will persist and intensify in the years ahead as issues such as
finance, race and public employee negotiations draw State Board members into
the mainstream of the body politic at the state level. Legislators and their staffs.
members of the executise branch, and business, community and labor groups all
have broadened the base of educational decision making dramatically in recent
years.

Thus, State Board members must provide leadership in shaping more
broadly based coalitions withconstitueneies that extend beyond professional
education groups. The old professionally dominated coalitions are no longer
viable. They have been fragmented by teacher militancy and other factors.
The reality is that education now is an inextricable part of the "warp and
woof" of general state politics.
Because of its profound economic implications and saliency

.

public issue

of first import, education can no longer be siewed as an isolated and insulated
governmental function that somehow is mystically detached from the general
political processes of state gosernment. Thus, the need is for State Board memtiers Ind others influential in the formulation of state policy in doelop constituency linkages not only with education oriented lay and professional groups but
also with all other major interest groups that attempt to determine public policy in
major fiscal and program areas like education.

THE INCREASED INFLUENCE OF THE STATES
In recent years there has been a quiet but marked transformation of state
gosernment as a more influential participant in the federal system. Indeed. despite presailing notions about the unresponsiseness and inadequacy of state
government, there is compelling es idence Mat the states base been increasingly
carrying more than their share f the burden of domestic gosernmental progress
in recent decades)

there are a nur,g,er of plausible explanations for this renaissance of state
government. The fiscal and programmatic linutations of most losal gosernments
base be, ome all too apparent m a somplex. tekhnologically sophistisated postindustrial sckiety in whish shange is the only 4. 'instant. The issues dre too corn2

plicated and the consequent centralizing forces are simply too compelling for
local government to adequately meet citizen needs in problem areas like transpor-

tation, pollution, education, welfare, and so fonh that transcend limited geo.
graphical boundaries.
in the mid and late1960's, the federal government was viewed by many as
the best hope for domestic progress antenlightenment. Numerous adypeates of
the Great Society ideology believed that only the federal government had the
programmatic vision and expertise to redress societal inequities, and numerous
Washington-based programs were generated in education and other major social

policy fields.
Widespread disillusionment with massive federal programs, however, soon set

in. Complaints mounted abRk the administrative difficulties inherent in centralized control of progradultr a nation as diverse and variegated as the United
States. The Republican victory in the 1968 presidential election and the cost of
the war in Vietnam blunted the federal initiatives as influence, programs and
resources began to flow back to the states through mechanisms like revenue
sharing.

Education Is A Legal Responsibility
This shift back toward the states has persisted through the 1970's in both the

Nixon and Ford Administrations. It has particular significance in the field of
education, of course, which remains basically a legal responsibility of state
government. As a result, the states at ibis time in history are in a pivotal position

in regard to the formulation of educational policy. Thus, it is incumbent upon
State Boards of Education to exercise more assertive leadership as state govern-

ment becomes an even more vital linch-pin in the federal system. There are
encouragingligns that the states have begun to assert that leadership in fields like
educational finance.= planning, research and evaluation.

The leadership that has been forthcoming, however, usually has not been
provided by State Boards of Education. Some argue that State Boards have
remained relatively invisible, passive and uninfluential paiticipants in the educational decision making process.= State Boards of Education, it is contended, can

become more politically influential if they use their unique leverage at the
politicaleducational interface more effectively. State Boards ought to assume a
leadership roic in the development of more diverse and broadly based coalitions

or groups with common concerns for the formulation and enactment of en
lightened state polky in areas like educational finance. planning and evaluation.

THE POLITICALIZATION OF EDUCATION
In recent years, education at the federal. state and local levels has been drawn
ipexorably into the mainstream of general politics. Compiebissues such as race.
finance, public employee negotiations. Ind intergov ernmental and church.state
relationships ha-c all impinged profoundly upon the schools in unprecedented

ways Issues such as these can be 4reated meaningfully only in the broader
context of general politics. The poliiieal volatility of the complex school busing
issue is the most dramatic exiiinple of lion education currently is inextricably
interwoven into the broader social and political context of contemporary society.

The politicalization of education has been accelerated not only hecause of.
the saliency of issues like school h u sing and finance hut also because schools

are under closer public scrutiny. In other nords. Netors like the recent
economic crisis. inflation, dissatisfaction n ith studeni performance and antiteacher backlash have all btoken don n the once relativel) marked isolation and
insulation of education from general politics at all levels of government,
3
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These developments already have precipitated profound ehaages in what was
in most states a somewhat closed system of professionally dominated decision
making on educational matters. The system already has been altered and opened
up dramatically as legislators and governors and their staffs play an increasingly
influential tole in the formulation of state educational policy. The influence of
teacher and administrator groups and their professional allies in state education
agencies, while still substantial in most states, has unquestionably been dilutea
by the more active participation of the legislative and executive branches.
The old professionally dominated educational coalitions,4 which were rather
influential in a number of states, have been fragmented by the collective bargaining issue which has created so much divisiveness in the last fifteen years or so
among teachers and their school boards and administrators.
These changes in the politics of educatho at the state level have caused a
number of states to reassess the adequacy of their existing educational gov-

ernance structures. New and interesting models of educational governance
have been dev'eloped in states like Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, South
Dakota and Virginia. In these states, for example, the controversial ncw position of secretary of education has been created. Appointed by the governor as
members of the state cabinet. these secretaries of education are responsible f r
thc coordination of all elements of the educational enterprise. Such a structure
obs iously directly integrates educational gosernanee into the mainstream of general state politics. Ads ocates of this approach sce education being strengthened
by this "realistic" institutionalization of the link between polities and education
while critics both lay and professional rail against thc negause effects of closer
linkages between the political and educational systems.5

COALITION POLITICS IN TRANSITION
AT THE STATE LEVEL
Traditionally in many states, pro-sthool interest groups organized themsels es
into t arious types of coalitions to achiese their goals more effeetisely, and they
frequently were influential in thc political process in many states. Coalitions arc
tommon in the democrati . protess and edutationally onented organizations has e
couleseird for politital action at the state lesel in much thc same way as has e
intemst groups representing manufazturers. seterans, labor and fanners.6
Histuritally, thc membership cure of organizations that tonstituted thc state
educational coalitions minded thc state teal hers association, the state school
boards' association. s anous organizations representing sthool administrators,
and the state Parent-Teacher Association (PTA). III Sulnl. SUICS the coalitions

were small and tightly controlled by those groups that focused primarily on
education like the leather. PTA. sthoul board and administrator groups. In other
states, the coalitions were muth more broadly based and intluded numerous lay
organizations as well as the tustomary predominantly edutatit a oriented groups.
Although state edutation department offit tals w ere dose and influential in many
of the coalitions. Stale Board of Education lumbers were notably unirso's ed.

Thc relatise political influent': of the di" erse educational to.ditions is. of
tourse, extremely diffitult to assess objettiscly, . A toalition -,ui operate stittess
fully only if it wurlo I-ompatibly within the larger poktital tulture or ens ironment of the state w ithin st hit h it is based. Different polinta! -Ay les are appropri
atc wit hin different states.:

The basic strategy of any coalition is consent Wilding among the constituent organizations. Conflitt is miniini/ed and ,esery effort o. made to as old
disisis eness as Mc sa-mgth of the ',oakum) is preditated on its unay . Most
ealtitational 1-toolitions halo: fot used their lai% ales on Icgislatise programs. par
titularly tm state aid and related listal matters. Sthool .1 k I I.1 .11 been the !Mom
4
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educational issue in most states as it affects virtually every distnet and taxpayer.
If there is one issue on which almost every educaior can agree. It is the need for
additionai revenue and consensus on this issue has .been the major cohesive

element in maintaining unity within the coalitions, indeed, many coalitions
which have been fe:.d-rul of risking their unity ott relatively unimportant or secondary issues have focused their attention almost cm:lust% ely on fiscal matters.
Educational coalitions generally have been dominated by organizations such as
the teachers' and school boards' associations whose primary interest has been
education. These associations, particularly the teachers' organizations, have had
the mass memberships necessary to provide the political mosele, staff expertise,
and, most important, the fiscal resources required to achieve coalitton objeenves.
The teachers' groups, in particular, tdso have possessed the extensive grassroots
base so essential to successful political activity.
Since the advent of teacher militancy in the 1960's, however, the traditional
unity of the coalitions has been eroded. The customary strategy of consent
building has been shattered by the conflict between more aggressive teachers'
groups and thek traditional allies such as organizations representing school
boards, administrators and parents. The teacher militancy which has swept across
the country in little more than a decade has profoundly influenced the stmcture
and operations of the coalitions which for years had been so influential in thc
formulation of state educational policy.°
Many such ci alitions thus have been fragmented and weakened greatly. The

unity orthe once rurally dominated educational coalitions has been eroded
further in the last decade by legislative reapportionment whieh has compelled
tactical shirts from a mral strategy to meeting the political needs and style of the
suburban legislators who now control state capitols. The efforts of educators io
maintain consensus have been further strained by political and judicial efforts to
redress inequalities of educational opportunity, such as pro% iding supplemeutary
rescurces and programs for hard pressed city school districts and students who
have particularly serious educational needs.
Thus, the pattern of educational decision making at the state level has been
altered profoundly in recent years and traditional Loahtions has': been shattered
beyond recognition ic many states in numerous %apitols. the result has been to
create a power vacuum which has already been filkd in large nteasure by increasingly influential participants from the general politkal system taii,h as governors.
legislators and staffers from the executive dnd legislative branches ol suite gov.
eminent What role. then. call State Boards of EduLation. unmfluential tradition-

ally in most capitols. pla, in this dramatkally changed polini.d situation!

THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION AS A CATALYST
lf eduemion is to revels e effeettve political support at the state level. d persuasive case can be made that re .italized l.q leadership is essential. Wtth the old
coalitions risen asunder and with anti-professional sentiments Lommon among
political le :K IANN and the general ciuzenr, . lay leadership is essential. Nes% polite.

cal strategies must be mounted in state Lapitols to broaden and di% ersity the
constituency base frivm which edikattonal interests operate. 'Mere ale ban% groups
better positioned than State Boards of EduLation to %oales%% a cross settion ot lay

air drofessional organimlions and interest groups to assert the %ause ot high
quality public education
Suite Boards can achiev e this unique role as %Judy st., at the political-

educational interface in taie capitols. however. on4 if the% bectane more
knowledgeable of and mv ohed in general state politu.s. State Board members,
for example. must in many %ases beyome more ,,ognuant 01 !actors sad, a., the
pre% ailing political culture in their tate. the role of pohus al parties. the &glee ot
5
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nor.

inter-pany competition that exists. the influenci of the got crnor, and the technical capacity and profcssionalisnt of the legislature.

The role of the governor is of particular importance and State Boards
must seek closer working relationships with the chief executive and his
education advisors. Goternors as chief executiv es have %cry significant constitutional and statutory pow.er in most states in a number of major education
decision making areas. They h.ne important appoimive powers and thus select
key policy making and administratnc personnel. In more than thirty states [Ed.
32 states], thc go% ernor appoints .1 nujurity of the State Board niembers. In five
of these (Maine. New l'ency, Pentwykanid. Tennessee and Virginia), the goveralso appoints the chief state school (Ayer. In addition, got ernors often are
members. chairmen orex offic io partkipants on major policy making boanls and
committees. In Alabama, Florida. Montana and Tennessee for example. the
govemors serve as ex officio members of State Boards of Education.°
Governors wield political influence in a number of other ways that greatly
influence educational polky making. As state expenditures have soared. chief
executhes am exercising stronger control over the budgetary process. In many
states, executh c budgets prevail and governors have the initiative in determining
fiscal policy. They also frequently have grea% influence over legislatures .11s pany

leaders who also possess considerable leverage as a states major patronage
dispenser. The veto power is still another important source of gubernatorial
influence.

The state legislature, of course, is a singularly important pulley making
agent in education. State Board members should be particularly aware of the
role of the leadershio and key committees in the legislathe process. The influenec of finance committees is of particular significance as they ultimately control
not only state aid levels but also appropriations for the state education department
or agency that administers State Board policies and programs. In many states the

legislatures, like their counterpart the U.S. Consiess, arc beginning to build up
staffs with greater financial expertise and in all likelihood will be exercising more
fiscal influence Eis-o-vis the exceudve branch. which antil rather recently has
dominated th., budgetary process at both the federal and state levels.

There are a number of excellent recent illustrations of the executive and
legislative branches of state government becoming more actively concerned with
the shaping of educational policy. In New York. for example. even the prestigious State Board of Regents, the oldest State Board of Eaucation in the nation, has
been politicized to an unprecedented extent. The Regents has prided itself on its
independence from the mainstream of state politics. This relative detachment of
the Regents and the state education department from the legislative and executive
branches, however, has ended. The Regents has been under attack because of
alleged unresponsiv mess to elected officials and the general public.'" In 1974.
the term of the Regents. who arc appointed by the New York State Legislature.
was shortened by legislative enactment from 15 to seven years in an effort to

make the Regents more "accountable."
In 1973. the then Governor Nelson Rockefeller proposed the creation of

I

Office of Education Performance Rev icy% so that the governor and the legislatarc

coald have more direct responsibility for deciding how the taxes they imposed
were spent. This proposal. which wi t. enacted in 1973 projected publicly the
controversy that had festered for years between the elected politiLal leadership in
the state and the Regents and the New York Education Department. It appears
that considerable numbers of elected offkials have been alienated by the Re
gents. The Regents, which traditionally met with the governor only annually at a
formal meeting and rarely as a group with legiflitors, v.as regarded by some
critics as being too detached and remote from the politiLal and fita.aI reahtics
Lonfronting elected offkials. Some eleLted offluals were patit.uldrly altenatvd
by the Regents strong advut.ay of busing for sLhool desegregation. And, under

6
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strong pressure from taxpiqes in their diAricts at a time of fiscal cnsis, legislators has e been less th.m cnchanted ss ith the Regents proposals for subsunual

increases in state aid " Thus. i.ontinuing effons hase been made tu curh the
pooer of thc Regents and the Ness York State Education Department. Indeed. in
July. 1076. Gosemor Hugh Cares signed into lao a bill that made the Commissioner of Education's rulings subject 10 coon nes ico. in Neo York State. the
Coimnissioner has had unique quasi judicial poo ers Jnil his deusions heretofore
have rarely been subject to court nes icw.
Similar developments lune occurred in many other states as education has
become embroiled in the larger political issues of race. finance :mil public employee negotiations Recent studies of successful school finance reform efforts
indicate that leadership in this area has nnt been pros ided by traditional educational leadership groups like teacher associ.itions and state education depaninems

which usually have dominated the formulation cf educational policy. New
groups played the major roles in leading these successfhl school finance reform
etTons la The groups that provided the impetus for change %sere from outside
-existing educational structures and uere external to thc uls[0111.* participants in
the polities of education at the state loci. This nevi leadership thrust o as pro.
vide& for example. by governo:s (e.g.. Minnesota). and legislators (e.g.. Kn-

sas) in many states reform efforts were facilitated by court decisions, newly
constituted state citizen study committees (i.e.. Mainci. J national reform network supported by major universities and foundations. Jnd cisil rights lawyers
and persons other than professional educators.
What, then, is an appropriate role for the State Board of Education in ibis new.

rimy broadly based mode of educational polities at the state lesel? How can
predominantly lay, pan-time State Boards deselop mea.ungfol. consistent and
cooperative constituency linkages at a time o hen factors likc teacher nulitancy.
the politieLation of educadon. court orders and national influences lune caused
an erosion of lay influence?

The State Board As An Independent Agent
State Boards can benefit from the nevi sisibility. responsiveness and influence
of state governments which have strengthened their capacines significantly in
recent yeas. Most state education agencies. for tmample. are noss much more
capable of exercising leadership in areas like research, planning and es aluatton.
although there is still considerable room for imprin einent in most capitols. While
Stite Boards understandably must and should depend upon their chief state
scho01 offices and education departments for much ads ice Jnd information,
Board members must be viewed by politicians and the citizenry at large as
independent agents free front professional domination and the sested interest
perspectiver and bureaucratic constraints which so frequently hate Ilium-KA
educational improvement."

An emerging role of State Boards should be to harmonize the political
activities of diverse interest groups whenever possible around enmmon
goals. The State Board because of its legal responsihilities for educational
policy making and by composition in.most cases is uniquely positioned to
serve as a convenor and consensus building catalyst thr those interested in
quality public edueatiun. State Boards, located as they are at an interface
between interest groups and the governance structure, should he more centrally engaged in the political process. State Boards should facilitate better
communication among the %cry diserse constituencies Much now are so concerned with education Politically snphisticated State Boards could be the consensus generating key to creating powerful new educational coahtions at the state

level: coalitions that not only are constituted k anvils external interest groups
and units oithin the executise and leplause bundle% of state gosermnents. hut
7

also by traditional constituents such as teachers. PTA's.. school boartLs and edit.
cation administrators.
What. then, in more specific terms arc some of the ways th.d State Boards san
provide more elfectise leadership in the politisal arena? What tmhniques should
State Board members utilize and what understandings of thc poldisal proses,.
should they possess in order to ma.imize their influence w nh the co:some and
legislative branches of Itoverno:ent?

Grassroots Action
It is particularly important that State Boar ... members ro.ognue the srucial

significance of political acth itics at thc local or gra...roots loci Grassroots
support is o( great importance to legislators mid resommendations that genuinely

emanate from constimenis in the home distrist arc of p..-amount interest to
lawmakers. It follow, that without strong losal support for cdusation. the various
statewide educational leaders and ofikials lose mush of then poldisal surreal.) .

As effecthe as educational organizations r..ay be. they are limited flaw tally
6 hen compared to some or 0, lobbks that represent large sommersial and
athership is almk ritall ill relation 10 the MA
business interests, and their
population of any gken state I be effestis eness of states% ide cdosational organizations is thus largely predisated on effcs tit c grasIroots Amon at the los al lc s el.

Educational interests and support it the state and local levels are
mobilized most elteethely when there is unity on issues zind close cooperation between lay and professional leaders. Articulate and knowledgeable lay
leadership is of paramount importance as elected officials frequently are
more receptive to the direct approaches and opinions of informed lay nwn
who do not have the sested interests of profeisionals on educational matters.
The most successful lobbying (or education often projects laymen into the
forefront while the professionals pros ide their expertise and guidance in
more subtle and indirect ways.
Personal diplomas) is %cry helpful for sew: ss %tali legislators. It often takes
many years to build up the rapport desired. State Board members on ask legis.

laws for support but generally should not requeq Jefinitne lamimitments. J
proposition usually should not be put on aii either.or basis to the legislator. The
door should always he left open for future reque.t.. Liosational leaders must
recognize that legislators has e to swishier many issues in additkin to edusation.
Frequently, . the more polinsally suu.essful I:dusational leaders see legislators
at their home base w henes Cr possible. hi the state sapdol. lawmakers arc often
more detached and formal. State f oak, meintivrs should bo.onie personally
acquainted with lao makers so that tuttip. ..inununnatton u ill bc more meaning.
ful Contact stub the legislator, must not he oschlone. but infrequent I.ommumsa.
lion should be as oided also. It is nesessary to maintain sommuous somast in
order to establish the rapport ness..ary for the lepslafin to rely upon the edosational leader's integrity and judgment. 310,14 i.a< ha tottash oat 4 Nam a as ea na

-

alb molt <init.-Me The legislator might he , hued %I....await!y by the Stale
Board member, ..
ir oh.)
I 1.0 say hello, esso a there are no prolessional matter to
discuss or reqiitsts to inake This indisatcs that the edusational leader is interested in the legislator a. .1 tier son and is dot Dist blend!) at o.ert.sut nine, to gain

special floors.

Brink) is important and appreciated by legislators si hen proposals or
ideas are presented. Legislators base little toile tor spesifiss add length) phefitatiOds or propos.d. The hest time to c a le psidloi appear k I he at hoiDe. a
month or so bzfore .1 se ..ton starh. ,N1 this tons the lassniakets ale not deo*
ins oh ed in legislatke .nfair arAl base more ot an opporttliti4 to .011booki o.arefully the ideas of sonstituenh. This is hate enmigh so that the lass maim, am poi
apt to fiirget meamngful resommendatioih It le gi,latios are outastc,1 to., far ii,

a
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advance of the opening of a session, they arc more likely to forget the proposals
of constituents.
Communications with the legislators can be carried on through the mails, by
personal visits and by telephone. Some State Board members could be more
publicity conscious. They should avail themselves of radio, television and other
media of mass communication. Newspapers should be contacted regularly and
informed of what the schools are doing. An educationally-minded press is an
important ingredient for effective communication with legislators.

State Board members should strive te gain more understanding of practical politics and public affairs. Legislators must weigh all sides of complex
issues. To gain the confidence of legislators requires time, diplomacy and
facts. An educational leader will be more effective in dealing with a legislator
if he is aware of the lawmaker's situation and perspective. As a popularly
elected official, the lawmaker desires and needs to be seen as much as
possible by the voters. State Board members, for example, should invite
legislators to educational functions whenever appropriate. The lawmakers
greatly appreciate this consideration. By extending these invitations, contact
with legi*tors can become a "two-way street" that is mutually profitable.
Not only is the lawmaker doing ibvors for educational leaders hut State
Board members are reciprocating by inviting him to public functions.
Legislators are subjected to various approaches by educational interests. These
contacts Will range from an overly zealous teacher gising a youngster a letter to

take home for his family to mail to the legislator, to mimeographed organizational literature A large number of handwritten letters from constituents taking a
position on a matter generally *ill ghe a legislator added reason to contemplate
his position on an issue Mimeographed organizational material often will not
have this effect.

,

.., A

Reaching Your Legislator
There arc three basic approaches to kgislators that are commonly followed.
One approach is that of a statewide organization on a matter of statewide import.
This approach can often be effectice. for it represents the collectice opinion of

the constituents of large organizations. Legidators lailnot afford to ignore this
approach. they will consider it seriously to determmc if it truly reflects statewide
rank-and-fik sentiment The second approach is the type of communication
characterized by an organized effort to supPort legislation on a more losalized
issue This type of communication 4.011910111) 4onshts of standardized. mimeo-

graphed statements and is frequently of little significance. A few handwritten
original letters arc often more effective than hundreds of mimeographed and
organizational forms of 4ummunkadon. The third approach is the group Presentation' or demonstration Tf is technique frequently annoys rather than persuades kgislators It iN Al proper ewrcise. howecer. of the right., of c int.ens to
focus attention upon a particular problem. It I. often not nearly as effectice.
however, as demonstration or inarch leader% believe.
Elected state officials have an enormous job to do for the welfare vif millions of
people It is a serious and difficult task to undertake in a briet period of time.

'Clan> legislatures meet for only short periods of lime. nd tor most ol the session
v.10 consene for two or three day a week. This la k ot tune makes it cutually
impossible for leinslators to fully undeistand thc 40111111: islic that confront
them As a result. the kthby ists at state capital hate an important function to

fulfill The role of the lobbyist is falsely regarded by iliAll) peop!.. Critics olien
contend that lobby kis are people w ho arc only try int: to gain untle.ersed rewards
for special interest groups Lobbyists. however. hace the coal role ot pro% Mintz
information tor legislator, w h. cannoi pvissibly be fauultar w ith AI the ialnitk alions of complus problems.
9
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The success of educational interests at the state kvel Increasingly will be
dependent upon the quality of leadership pro% ided by State Boards of Education.
State Board members, by their responsible presentation of school needs, can be
very helpful to legislators. These leaders uniquely can be trustwonhy sources of
information as well as persuaders.

Many of the more politically successful educational leaders place emphasis
upon improving education generally. Undue emphasis on t ested interest or
"bread and butter" issues such as salaries and other teacher benefits gives the
educational interests a public image of selfishness, and in reality often decreases
the prospects for desired legislation. Politically sophisticated educational leaders
believe that public opinion is more favorably aroused if the needs of youngsters
and society as a whole are emphasized rather than teacher benefits, they realize

that incrcased expenditures for any phase of the educational process will ulti-

mately result in funds being released for "bread and butter" benefits. This
de-cmphasis of money matters is particularly important now when almost all
public institutions are confronted with decremental budgets or the need to retrench substantially.
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SECTION III

Action Alternatives
NASBE Skiff Recommendations
To State Boards

The process roles of convening eonstituency groups and harmonizing, synthesizing and 'translating their input into policy and legislative, budgetary and
program thrusts are important and appropriate for thc State Board. And they
require people who are skilled in functioning as the facilitators and coordinators
for these processes. Such roles also presume the gathering of accurate data that
rather precisely chart the status of education against which constituent perceptions and inputs can be validated.

Often, the development of consistent and cooperative constituency linkages will depend upon the degree to which the State Board is perceived as
both influential and effective. Thus, a State Board perceived as a do-nothing,
politically weak entity, probably will have sortie difficulty in rapidly gaining
anything other than polite and noncommittal responses from various constituenCy
organizations. A State Board that sincerely desires to move into a major iiolicy
leadership role must do so incrementally and systematically.
To do that, it must identi,fy the educational needs within the state, translate
those into policy and legislative, budgetary and/or program thrusts; build constituency support; and convince the legislature and governor that action is needed.
To that extent, nearly all of Dr. Usdan's suggestions are both specific and clear
and can become a starting strategy for State Board action. Summarized, the
following seem to be a logical sequence of steps for State Boards desiring to both
' `.4" incrementally and systematically build cooperative and consistent constituency

ilinkages.
..

Establish the validity of the existing data base regarding the status of
education within your state. If data gaps exist, initiate steps to fill those gaps. If
the data validity is questionable. initiate steps to gather accurate data.
Ask the chief to develop a plan and process for convening constituency
groups and for harmonizing and synthesizing constituency input.

Ask the chief to develop a mechanism for assessing the validity of
constituency identified needs with state education agency (SEA)-gathered and
validated data.

Establish a mechanism for developing board 'priorities and translating
priorities into policy and legislative, budgetary andlor program thrusts.

Establish both rapport and mutual respect with the legislature, individual legislators and the governor.
Establish a mechanism for mobilizing constituency and grassroots support for your developed priorities.

Maintain a high degree of visibility both by positive achievement on
substantive issues and by a carefully designed public relationdmedia program.
1l
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